
Notes from the Director at Step Up 2 Dance

Along with the schedule of the day listed below, the director asked me to pass along some additional 
important information along.  Please read through throughly and print this out for your records.

Dancers must be at the venue at least 90 minutes before their first performance time. We do highly encourage all dancers 
to be at the venue the entire day to cheer on our teammates!! 

Doors to the dressing rooms open at 7:00 am.  “The Weasley Stomp” Dancers must arrive at 7:00 am sharp with hair and 
make up complete.   

Awards will start around 6pm. 

No Food and Drink
This venue has zero tolerance on beverage /food in the building. No food / beverage  is allowed in Classrooms , Halls ,  
backstage or Theatre.  There is a tiny lobby area for snacks only. For your convenience there will be  a vendor outside with 
sausage, dogs, salads, but please consume all foods outside. This venue is strict, anyone breaking their rules is asked to 
leave by management on site.  
The school has given special permission to allow folks to picnic outside, however you MUST use your OWN trash bags and 
pick up all to bring with you.  Nothing should be left on School Grounds. 
No cooking, no grilling, no alcohol.  Just a light sandwich snack for the dancers. No dogs, no pets. 

Audience
Please limit your guests to 2 per dancer for AWARDS to help with seating, crowding. School officials have the right to 
restrict attendance and remove those not following their School Rules.  

Dressing Room
One of the classrooms is off limits so we will be more crowded than usual in each Dressing Room. Plan accordingly by 
sharing and bringing in less as Sunday is extremely limited for Dressing Room Space. Please bring in only what you need  
and remove costumes back to your vehicle as soon as you are finished. You will have to share space with another team. 
Dancers and their moms are the only ones allowed in the dressing room. Only bottled water allowed in the dressing room. 

This is an Art Center
There is fragile artwork and sculptures everyone needs to be careful of disrupting. 

No photos or videos 
No photography or videotaping is allowed to protect the dancers, as well as to allow for a wonderful performance 

experience for all. Photos may only be taken during awards. 

Do not approach judges, tabulator or sound table. 
Lost, Found, Emergencies go to Lobby.
Do not interrupt the show or Emcee during the show.
Be patient and respectful of others and the art center/school property.
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Helpful Tips for a Successful Competition Day!

1. Be punctual- Double check your arrival times and make sure not to be late! 

2. Appearance-  Please show up with hair and makeup complete in your Joy of Dance wear, costumes brought with you. A 
positive attitude goes a long way.  Always be polite and respectful. 

3. Sharing Stage and Dressing Room Space- Stick together in the dressing room and be neat and orderly.  Avoid 
spreading out all over the place, including the bathroom. Make sure to clean up after yourselves in all areas. Be careful of 
other dancers when standing in the wings waiting to perform. 

4. Audience Cat-Calling- Be mindful of other dancers and audience members during a show/competition. Screaming 
dancer’s names isn’t always the best way to show your support.  Cheering is welcomed and encouraged, but cat-calling 
dancer’s names is not typically welcomed at any performance.  Also, don’t be shy to clap and cheer for other studios when 
they perform a piece you really enjoy.   

5.Awards Ceremony- The ceremony can be lengthy, but remember you are still presenting yourself on stage as a Joy of 
Dancer.  Smile, applaud and accept any awards with thanks and grace.  Also be respectful of others’ achievements as well. 
Offer congratulations or a high-five to other studios for a job well done. 

6.Kindness counts!- We are Joy of Dance for a reason and we expect all of our dancers to represent all that we stand for 
throughout the entire day.  If you see a dancer backstage from a dance that you loved, let them know! If someone 
congratulates you, make sure to say thank you.  Before another dance goes on stage, wish them luck and let dancers 
leaving the stage know they did a great job!

Helpful Items to bring - not everyone needs all of these items, so grab a buddy and share some items. 
-make up mirror, extra tights, highlighter, pen, nail polish remover, band aids, ice packs, hairspray,  bobby pins,  safety pins, 
 sewing kit, scissors, Tylenol, hair elastics(the color of your hair), hair nets 

Stage make up goes on a shade darker than normal everyday make up so it can be seen under the bright lights.  For 
foundation, you want to pick a color that is a shade darker than your skin tone and blend it into your neck and ears.  You 
should use neutral tones(tans, browns and grays) for eyeshadow, dark brown or black should be used for eyeliner and 
mascara, light pink or red for blush, pink lipstick for younger dancers and red for older dancers.  Dancers will also need 
fake eyelashes to help make their eyes pop under the lights.  

If you are unsure of how to apply stage makeup the website link below has a helpful step by step guide on how to apply 
stage makeup for dancers.  Stage makeup is important so we can see dancers’ facial features on stage while under the 
harsh stage lighting.   

http://dance.about.com/od/youngdancers/ss/Stage_Makeup.htm
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